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The Streaming Firmware for the SeismicPi HAT is designed to allow data from all four
input channels or, alternatively, from the on-board accelerometer to be outputted in
realtime.
Data can be sent over, either, a USB Virtual Com Port or the UART directly into a
Raspberry Pi via the HAT connector. The SeismicPi HAT can be used standalone, via USB,
without connection to a Raspberry Pi.
For backwards compatibility with existing interfaces, the SeismicPi HAT can optionally
output a single channel of data (channel 0).
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Data Format
In single channel mode, data is sent as ASCII text, one value per line
(−32768 to +32767):
20
-300
0
In multi channel mode, data is sent as four comma separated values per line.
The leftmost value corresponds to channel 0. The four samples on each line
are simultaneous (i.e. at 32 SPS, 32 lines of data will be received per second):
100,2,64,7643
-2,34,32,600
-100,70,0,100
When using the on-board accelerometer as the sensor, the values represent
acceleration in X, Y then Z axes, with the fourth value set to zero. In single
channel mode, only the X axis data is sent.
Sample rate
On board, low-pass anti-aliasing filters are adjusted automatically when
changing the sample rate. The following sample rates are available: 32, 64
and 128 SPS.
Gain
The following gains are available (gains do not apply when outputting values
from the on-board accelerometer):
×1 = 0.64μV/count
×2 = 0.32μV/count
×4 = 0.16μV/count
×8 = 0.08μV/count
Control Interface
The gain, SPS, number of channels and source can be adjusted by sending
single characters over the serial port (USB or UART):
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×1 = 0.64μV/count
×2 = 0.32μV/count
×4 = 0.16μV/count
×8 = 0.08μV/count
32 SPS
64 SPS
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128 SPS
single channel mode
multi channel mode
use external inputs
use internal accelerometer

Multiple commands can be sent per line, for example, the initialisation string
‘4ase’ can be use in software like jAmaseis to set the interface up as required.

Serial Port Settings
Baud rate
115200
Parity		
None
Stop bits
1
Flow control
None
Driver installation
On Windows systems a driver needs to be installed to allow the interface to show as a
Virtual Com Port. The driver file can be downloaded from www.mindsetsonline.co.uk.
When the device is connected for the first time, Windows will ask for a driver. Enter
the location of the driver file, and Windows should then complete the installation.
Note: it may be necessary to disable ‘require driver signing’ in Windows.
Firmware upgrades
The firmware can be upgraded by copying the latest ‘firmware.bin’ file onto a micro
SD card and powering up the HAT while holding down the on-board button. The LED
will flash green while the new firmware is being transferred.
Firmware updates will be available from www.mindsetsonline.co.uk.
Setting up jAmaseis (single channel mode)
The USB seismometer interface appears as a Virtual Com Port when connected via
USB, hence can be used with software such as jAmaseis, which can be found at:
www.iris.edu/hq/jamaseis/
Open jAmaseis

			Add local source

File -> Manage sources

Set device type to SEP

Select device port if more than
one is available.
Note: Device must be plugged
in for it to appear here.

Enter a station ID
(Other information
is optional).

Startup String:
Use ‘4ase’:
• Gain to x4
• Sample rate to 32 SPS
• Single channel
• External input.

OK to confirm & OK to exit
the sources manager.
Your stream should now be
added to the stream view.
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